Upcoming
City of St. Louis
I-44 construction

Spring 2020
Resurfacing I-44
Compton
- Two lanes closed in each direction overnight
- Various ramps may be closed for short periods during work

Spring 2020-Fall 2021
I-44 over Jefferson bridge
- Work replaces the Jefferson bridge over I-44
- Expect significant traffic changes during the project
- Eastbound exit ramp, Lafayette to westbound I-44, closed during some stages
- All other ramps closed for 30 days each
- No access to Jefferson exit from NB I-55 to WB I-44 ramp
- Crews to reconstruct I-44 between I-65 and Compton after the project is finished

2021
Broadway Bridge over I-44
- Work replaces the bridge over I-44
- Express lane exit to Broadway closed
- Complete late spring 2022